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I. The exposome concept. 
Motivation
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Human 
experiments 

(1-5/year)

Relevance for humans, level of evidence, 
cost

Throughput

(Rodent) in vivo 
studies (10-100/year)

In vivo studies on 
« alternative » 

models, 
Ex-vivo studies…

in vitro cell-based or 
biochemical assays

(>10,000/day)
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Ecological studiesCase-control studiesCohortsRandomized 
studies

”High-
Throughput” 
exposome 
cohorts?



Exposome vision: Continuous exposure to a large number 
of exogenous factors at varying doses throughout life

Life course 
exposure

Age

Factor A

Factor B

“At age t, subject i was exposed to 
factor A to a level X” 
(known for a large number of subjects)

5

X

Epidemiology, until 2010 (generally): Spot exposure to a 
single (or a few) factor(s) at a single time point

Concepti
on Mean BMI=f(X) + g(Z)

confounders

BMI: Body Mass Index
(Valvi, Epidemiology, 2013)



Selective reporting of associations (by 
authors and journal) / Publication bias

No correction for multiple testing (one can 
debate if/when this is needed, see Rothman, 
Epidemiology 1990)

Cannot discard confounding by co-
exposures

Lack of consideration of “mixture effects”

Exposure misclassification (for short half-lived 
biomarkers)(see e.g. Perrier, Epidemiology, 2016, Vernet, 2018)

Not very easy to rank exposures (e.g. in terms 
of health impact), although possible (GBD, Lancet, 
2018)

Issues with (repeated) single exposure studies

Low throughput, given the number of 
substances to test



Deciphering the exposome: Motivation

There is a desperate need to develop methods with the same 
precision for an individual’s environmental exposure as we have 
for the individual’s genome. I would like to suggest that there is 
need for an ‘‘exposome’’ to match the ‘‘genome.’’ 

At its most complete, the exposome 
encompasses life-course environmental 
exposures (including lifestyle factors), from the 
prenatal period onwards. 

(Wild CP, Cancer Epid Biom Prev, 2005)



Promises of the exposome concept

Can (could) be taken 
care of in an 

“exposome” approach

?

Allow identification of population 
subgroups cumulating several hazardous 

exposures (“environmental justice”)

Exposures

Age

Selective reporting of associations (by 
authors and journal) / Publication bias

No correction for multiple testing (one can 
debate if/when this is needed, see Rothman, 
Epidemiology 1990)

Cannot discard confounding by co-
exposures

Lack of consideration of “mixture effects”

Exposure misclassification (for short half-lived 
biomarkers)(see e.g. Perrier, Epidemiology, 2016, Vernet, 2018)

Not very easy to rank exposures (e.g. in terms 
of health impact), although possible (GBD, Lancet, 
2018)

Low throughput, given the number of 
substances to test



II.  Issues related to exposure 
assessment

To next 
section



Metrologic issue

Increasing the number of (exposure) factors considered 
should not be done at the cost of a decrease in the quality 
of their assessment.
(cf. curse of dimensionality data science concept)

More exposures, better characterized



• Aim: to describe the early-life exposome and characterise its 
impact on specific health outcomes in childhood.

• Design: assessment of a wide range of external, internal exposures 
and ‘omics markers in 1300 children from 6 European countries.

External exposome

Air pollutants  (LUR models)
Passive smoking
Water pollutants
Greenspace exposure (GIS data)
Noise
UV radiation
Diet
Temperature

Internal exposome
Phenols, phthalates, Persistent Organic Pollutants, Heavy 
metals, organophospate pesticides, perfluorinated 
compounds…

‘omics markers
Methylome (Infinium 450k chip)
Transcriptome (mRNA, miRNA)
Metabolome (Lau, BMC Med, 
2018) 

Exposome

Methylome

Transcriptome

Assessment of the exposome of European children
Helix early-life exposome project (Vrijheid, EHP, 2014, Maitre, BMJ Open, 2018)

European Union

(Haug, Env Int, 2018)
Health (growth, neuro-

dev., respiratory…)

Metabolome



5 ml

Targeted analyses 
(hundreds of 

chemicals), very 
sensitive, annotated

Untargeted analysis 
(thousands of 

chemicals, not always 
quantitative, partly 

annotated)

(Haug, Env Int, 2018)



Characterization of the chemical “exposome” 
in EU children (Helix project, n=1300)

(only results for non-persistent compounds displayed)

France  

Spain
Greece    
Norway
Lituania

Overall
Bradford

(Haug et al, Env Int, 2018)

Butyl-parabenBisphenol A
Ethyl-
paraben

Triclosan
Propyl-
paraben

Methylparaben (DEHP metabolite)

Oxy-benzone

33 out of 45 biomarkers detected in 90% of the population



Characterization of correlations in the exposome
Within-subject (temporal variability) or 

(Casas, Env Int, 2018)
See also (Vernet, EHP, 2018)

between exposures

POPs phenols

phthalates

PFAs

(Tamayo, Env Int, 2019)

122 
factors 
from 19 

exposure 
families



Exposome studies as a way to 
inform environmental justice
Mean pregnancy levels according to 
maternal education (n=1301)

(Montazeri, Int J Hyg Env Heal, 2019)

Exposure change in lower Education 
women (ref: higher education)
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en

s



III.  Studies relating the exposome 
to health

To next 
section



Relating the exposome to health: HELIX studies
(so far)

External exposome

Chemical 
exposome

‘omics markers

Birth weight

Child BMI

Lung function

Allergy-related 
outcomes

Maternal blood 
pressure

Blood pressure

Neuro-
development

(Nieuwenhuijsen, EHP, 2019)

Mother

Offspring

(Agier, Lancet Plan Health, 2019)

(Agier, IJE, 2020)

(Granum, 2020)

(Vrijheid, EHP, 2020)

Telomere 
length

Exposures Intermediate 
markers

Health outcomes

(Lau, BMC Med, 2018)

(Clemente, Sci Rep, 2019)

(Cadiou, Env Int, 2020)Sociodemogra-
phic factors

(Montazeri, IJHEH, 2018)

(Donaire, Env Res, 2019)

(Haug, Env Int, 2019)

(Tamayo, Env Int, 2019)



(Agier… Siroux, Lancet Plan Health, 2019)
Change in lung function (log2 of fold change)

Linking the child postnatal exposome (125 exposures) with 
children lung function (FEV1 – Forced Expiratory Volume in 1s; 1033 children)

Exposures associated with lung 
function decrease

Ethyl-paraben

Phthalates
(DEHP metabolites)

House crowding
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Linking the exposome with child blood pressure

(Warembourg, J Am Coll Cardiol, 2019)

Mean change in blood pressure (mmHg) 
for an interquartile increase in exposure

EWAS approach DSA approach

Prenatal exposome

Postnatal exposome



Issues related to reverse causality 
(lipophilic exposures)

Pregnancy 
exposome

Postnatal 
exposome

Age

Health 
outcome 
(e.g. blood 
pressure)

Birth 8

BMI

Body fat

Possible cures in future studies:
• Toxicokinetic modeling
• Assay lipophilic compounds from 

fat biopsies
• Increase follow-up time to limit 

cross-sectional analyses 



Linking the exposome with birth weight (n=1287 newborns)

(Agier, Int J Epid, in press)
EWAS approach DSA approach

No association after correction 
for multiple testing.

Without correction for multiple testing:
Associations with lead, 
PM2.5 concentration 
and PM2.5 absorbance 

levels during pregnancy

Associations reported for about 81 
exposures from the urban and chemical 
exposomes (to be used e.g. in future 
meta-analyses)

Association with lead (-98g change for 
each doubling in lead level; 95% CI:      
-182; -14 g)

(after correction for exposure 
measurement error) 



IV.  Relating the exposome to 
health: Methodological issues

To next 
section



3 curses,                     one dream

• Correlation curse
• Mismeasurement curse

• Sample size curse
Tackling synergistic effects of mixtures



Simulation study aiming at identifying k=1, 2, 10 or 25 
real predictors out of 238 exposures (average results)

EWAS: Exposome wide 
association study (similar to 
GWAS approach with FDR 
correction)
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Efficiency of various statistical methods to relate 
the exposome to a health outcome 

(simulation study based on realistic hypotheses)

Univariate 
fishing 

expedition
(no FDR 

correction)

EWAS-MLR: EWAS 
followed by multiple 
linear regression

(Agier et al., EHP, 2016)

Sensitivity
(the higher the better)

DSA (Deletion/Substitution/Addition Algorithm)

GUESS (Bayesian variable selection method)

ENET

The GWAS 
approach used 
in genetic 
research cannot 
be applied in a 
straightforward 
way (EWAS) to 
the exposome
(correlation 
curse)



The curse of sample size: possible answers
1) Stop focusing on power alone and put it in the broader picture of 

the sensitivity-false detection rate (and stability) trade-off
2) Increase sample size (without increasing measurement error!)
3) Borrow information from toxicology



In addition, today’s environmental contaminants are 
moving targets in the body

0
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27oct2012 29oct2012 31oct2012 02nov2012
Date

Bisphenol A Bisphenol S
2,4-Dichlorophenol 2,5-Dichlorophenol
Butyl Paraben/100 Ethyl Paraben/10
Methyl Paraben/1000 Propyl Paraben/100
Benzophenone-3/100 Triclosan

Phenols 
metabolites 

(Vernet, EHP, 2018)

What 
epidemiologists see

What may 
be the 

true effect

…leading to attenuation bias in 
dose-response functions

(Perrier, Epidemiology, 2016; 
Vernet, Epidemiology, 2019)

SEPAGES-feasibility study, sampling of all urine 
samples for 1 woman during a week 

(about 70 urine samples); A. Calafat’s lab (CDC)

Mismeasurement curse



Impact of measurement error in exposome studies
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(Agier, Slama & Basagaña, Env Res, 2020)



Impact of measurement error in exposome studies
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”Exposome (correlation) cost” 

”Mismeasurement cost” 

(Agier, Slama & Basagaña, Env Res, 2020)



Generalization: influence of the biomarker’s 
variability on the sensitivity of exposome studies

Se
ns

iti
vi

ty

Intra class coefficient of correlation (ICC) 1 means
low variability

The higher the temporal (within-subject) variability of a compound (low 
ICC), the lower the sensitivity of an exposome study to detect it.
Simulation study assuming 1200 participants and similar effect sizes for true exposures whatever their 
ICC.

Persistent pollutants 
(e.g. PCBs)

Non-persistent 
pollutants (e.g. BPA)

(Agier, Slama & Basagaña, Env Res, 2020)



Statistical power = f (sample size (or number of cases), exposure distribution, 
measurement error…)

Related to the within-subject 
variability of the compound



Is there a cure?

Within-subject 
exposure 
variability 
(unobserved)

Δt: toxicologically relevant 
exposure window

Average (true) exposure:  (Tj)j≤d

>1 spot biospecimen / subject

Measured error-prone exposure:  (Xj)j≤d

Time

X

Conception

“Within-subject biospecimens pooling approach”
Validated in the single-exposure case (Perrier, Epidemiology, 2016)
Also considered in an exposome context (Agier, submitted)



Theoretical efficiency of exposome studies relying on 
repeated biospecimens (simulation)
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Assumption: 10 true 
predictors truly affects 
the health outcome, 
out of 237 exposures

Sensitivity
(the higher the better)

“Target” area
True (perfectly measured) exposure

Error-prone exposure, 1 biospecimen

10 pooled biospecimens/subject

2 pooled biospecimens/subject

(Agier et al., Env Res, 2020)

To be implemented in 
ATHLETE H2020 

exposome project



Achievements of the first early-life exposome studies 
(e.g. Helix) – Methodological achievements

Selective reporting of 
associations

No correction for multiple 
testing

Confounding by co-
exposures

Lack of consideration of 
mixture effects

Exposure misclassification 
(short half-lived biomarkers)

Single exposure studies

All tests performed are reported

Explicit multiple testing (EWAS) or 
at least ability to a priori quantify the 

power/FDR trade-off

Reliance on multiple regression 
models (e.g., DSA)

Mixture effects considered 
(probably very low power)

Correction for differential 
exposure misclassification

(in progress, see Vernet, Epidemiology 
2019; Agier, submitted)

Limitations of the ExWAS 
approach, identification of 
more efficient regression-
based techniques (Agier, 

EHP, 2016)

(Barrera-Gomez, Env 
Health, 2017)



Growing in number or drowning by numbers?

Not safe to increase the number of exposures considered…
-if you cannot simultaneously improve the quality of their assessment
(which can be done by increasing the number of biospecimens collected per 

subject; see Perrier, Epidemiology, 2016)
-if you cannot simultaneously increase sample size



What the next generation of Exposome 
studies could/should look like
• Issues of exposure measurement error and power should be taken very seriously
• Short- and long-half-lived compounds should be given equal chances

Collection of repeated biospecimens (within-subject biospecimens pooling 
approach, Perrier, 2016) and reliance on personal dosimeters
If this is not possible, attempts to correct regression models for exposure 
measurement error should be undertaken (probably less efficient)

• Correction for multiple testing and consideration of mixture effects implies to be 
able to rely on (many) more subjects

• Longer-term follow-up is warranted, given the results of toxicological studies 
done e.g. in the context of endocrine disruptors and DOHaD research

• Toxicologists, epidemiologists and biostatisticians need to work together

Better – More – Longer - Multidisciplinary
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Need more training on the exposome?
Come and join ALEXS 

The Alpine Exposome Summer School
Online course (2021)

With lectures from 
B. Eskenazi, C. Kennedy (UC Berkeley), M. Vrijheid, X. Basagaña, 
J.R. Gonzalez (ISGlobal), J. Lepeule, V. Siroux, R. Slama (Inserm)…
Contact and information: https://exposomesummerschool.com/ contact@exposomesummerschool.com


